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I discuss how the Multiple Pathway Anchoring and Adjustment model is similar to and different from the Feldman and Lynch accessibility-diagnosticity model, elaborated as an anchoring and adjustment model by Lynch, Marmorstein, and Weigold. Cohen and Reed’s concept of representational sufficiency embraces both attitude coherence and retrieval fluency; these map to prior operationalizations of diagnosticity in past accessibility-diagnosticity research. Cohen and Reed’s functional sufficiency maps closely to Lynch et al.’s notion of a comparison of cumulative diagnosticity to a diagnosticity threshold in an anchoring and adjustment process. I identify differences between the two models and call for research to distinguish their predictions.

Cohen and Reed (2006, in this issue) provide an admirable review of recent literature on routes to attitude formation and use of attitudes to guide later behavior. Their Multiple Pathway Anchoring and Adjustment (MPAA) account is generally consistent with an accessibility-diagnosticity account of the attitude-behavior relation outlined in Feldman and Lynch (1988) and Lynch, Marmorstein, and Weigold (1988) and updated in Alba, Hutchinson, and Lynch (1991), Simmons, Bickart, and Lynch (1993), and Lynch (2005).

The accessibility-diagnosticity model proposes that an input $A$ in memory—for example, a preexisting attitude, a product belief, or an earlier survey response—will be used in determining a related judgment or behavior as a positive function of its own accessibility and diagnosticity and an inverse function of the accessibility and diagnosticity of alternative inputs $B, C,$ and so on. An anchoring and adjustment process was proposed to explain these regularities:

Lynch et al. (1988) suggested that decisions arise from an anchoring and adjustment process in which inputs (or related “chunks”) are sequentially retrieved with the consumer updating the implications of already considered evidence with each new input retrieved. The order of retrieval is a function of the accessibility of each input, but accessible information can be actively disregarded if it is perceived to be non-diagnostic. The cumulative diagnosticity of evidence considered up to that time is monitored (relatively effortlessly). Memory search stops after a number of searches fail to retrieve new inputs or when the cumulative diagnosticity passes some threshold. This threshold depends on involvement in the decision, among other factors. (Alba et al. 1991, 25)

SIMILARITIES

The accessibility-diagnosticity model is silent on the issues of (inside out vs. outside in) attitude formation as shown in the top half of Cohen and Reed’s figure 1. However, the bottom half of figure 1 showing the attitude recruitment/retrieval and assessment process is compatible with the accessibility-diagnosticity model. Cohen and Reed assume that people will very often recruit and anchor on an attitude because this attitude has an advantage over other inputs in accessibility. If an attitude is not accessible, one is constructed. Regardless of how it is formed, it is tested for “representational sufficiency,” an umbrella term referring to either the coherence of an attitude or the fluency and ease with which it was retrieved. A representationally insufficient attitude feels inauthentic in some way, causing further information to be recruited. If, on the other hand, the recruited attitude seems representationally sufficient, it is tested for “functional sufficiency”—do I have enough information to act? If the answer is yes, then attitudes guide behavior. If the answer is no, some further attitude adjustment/conflict resolution is undertaken.

I agree with Cohen and Reed that some constructed attitudes may anchor on some preexisting attitude that does not quite fit the current situation, adjusting if the initially recruited attitude is not sufficiently diagnostic (e.g., use of
parent brand attitudes as an input to judging an extension, adjusting for fit; Broniarczyk and Alba 1994). Their representational sufficiency test sounds like a specific route to assess the diagnosticity of a cue in the accessibility-diagnosticity model. Their functional sufficiency test sounds very much like the comparison of cumulative diagnosticity to some diagnosticity threshold in the accessibility-diagnosticity model that is postulated to follow after the assessment of the diagnosticity of any particular cue.

**REPRESENTATIONAL SUFFICIENCY AS A SPECIAL CASE OF DIAGNOSTICITY**

Diagnosticity is a broader metacognitive concept than representational sufficiency. Lynch et al. (1988, 171) explained that “an input is diagnostic for a judgment or decision to the degree that consumers believe that the decision implied by that input alone would accomplish their decision goals (e.g., maximize utility, choose a justifiable alternative, and so on).”

Diagnosticity has task-specific and goal-specific indicators. In inference making, diagnosticity has been operationalized in terms of the perceived correlation between an observable cue and an unobserved property (Dick, Chakravarti, and Biehal 1990). In judging beliefs and attitudes, diagnosticity has been operationalized as relevance or importance (Miniard, Sirdeshmukh, and Innis 1992) or in terms of the ambiguity of classification of an object based on a cue (Herr, Kardes, and Kim 1991). Similarly, attitude confidence has been shown to affect the strength of attitude-behavior links (Smith and Swinyard 1983), and thought confidence has been shown to affect the correlation between the valence of cognitive responses and overall attitudes as well as resistance to persuasion (Brinol, Petty, and Tormala 2004).

Cohen and Reed’s two antecedents of representational sufficiency—attitude coherence and fluency—correspond to two other determinants of diagnosticity in the literature. Coherence maps onto how we manipulated diagnosticity of overall evaluations in Lynch et al. (1988, experiment 2). We predicted and found that when the two prior overall evaluations were consistent—yielding the same ordering of the two choice alternatives—choosers retrieved these evaluations without retrieving the descriptive attribute information on which the overall evaluations were originally based. When the two overall evaluations were inconsistent, people gave no evidence of elaborating on those evaluations; instead, they chose by retrieving attribute information and comparing brands on those attributes. We interpreted this consistency-inconsistency manipulation to be affecting the diagnosticity of the overall evaluations. Keller (1991) similarly argued that product category base rates are diagnostic for attitudes toward remembered brands when based on consistent rather than inconsistent interfering products.

Cohen and Reed also discuss the role of retrieval fluency on representational sufficiency, based on the notion that information that is hard to retrieve seems less diagnostic. Lynch et al. (1988, 172) noted that, “if consumers experience difficulty in recalling price information for a particular choice alternative, they may be reluctant to use this (possibly fallible) information as a basis for choice. Thus, experienced low accessibility causally influences perceived diagnosticity for choice.” Lynch (2005), Menon (2005), and Menon and Raghubir (2003) discuss these fluency effects in more detail, examining conditions under which accessibility and diagnosticity are likely to be highly correlated. Levav (2005) used the idea that inaccessible information is perceived to be less diagnostic to explain conditions under which one’s predictions of future liking will be self-fulfilling versus full of error.

**DIFFERENCES**

I see five main points of difference between the two models. First, Cohen and Reed seek to give a rich and detailed analysis of the effects of one particular class of inputs—attitudes. The accessibility-diagnosticity model is more general and asserts that similar principles govern the use of nonattitudinal inputs. Second, Cohen and Reed’s model seems to suggest attitudes primacy, based on recent evidence about automatic attitude activation. They believe that the initial anchor in decision making will usually be an attitude because they believe that attitudes are likely to be more accessible than other inputs. In contrast, our prior work has shown that sometimes attitudes are not retrieved or constructed to guide behavior because other inputs are accessible and sufficiently diagnostic to guide choice and attitudes are nondiagnostic (Lynch et al. 1988; Miniard et al. 1992). Related is Simonson’s argument (2005, 212–13) that automatic inputs often do not guide choice because conscious features of the choice alternatives have an advantage in both accessibility and diagnosticity. Third, the MPAA model envisages a conflict resolution phase to follow from identifying a recruited attitude as nondiagnostic, whereas the accessibility-diagnosticity model envisages an effortful discounting.

Fourth, under those circumstances when attitudes are retrieved, we outlined three mechanisms by which accessible attitudes might guide behavior (Alba et al. 1991): (a) retrieved attitudes are the direct determinant of behavior, as in Wright’s (1975) concept of affect referral (Lynch et al. 1988); (b) automatically activated attitudes color perceptions that are the proximate determinants of behavior (Fazio 1986); (c) accessible attitudes are used to retrieve a consideration set of alternatives, with retrieved (belief-based) details used to choose from the set (Priester et al. 2004). The MPAA model seems to me to be focusing primarily on the first of these routes.

Finally, the models differ in the breadth of umbrella terms used to label diagnosticity-like concepts. One’s taste for a narrower versus more general concept is a matter of the trade-off between parsimony and fit to the particular domain one seeks to explain. Cohen and Reed are interested in the attitude-behavior relation, so they explicate two determinants of diagnosticity that are particularly relevant in explaining certain new developments in this literature. The
antecedents of attitude coherence and fluency differ from each other and from the antecedents of other diagnosticity concepts, such as goal relevance, confidence, and separation between the best alternative and the rest. Therefore, there is value in deepening our understanding of these two metacognitive processes giving rise to diagnosticity. An umbrella label of middle range might be appropriate if these two types of diagnosticity could be shown to have consequences that are similar to each other but different from the consequences of other diagnosticity concepts that have appeared in the literature. My own conjecture is that the consequences of coherence and fluency would be similar to each other but perhaps no more similar than the consequences associated with any other pair of antecedents of attitude diagnosticity for choice. Research is needed to assess the validity of this conjecture and to show empirically if and where the MPAA model and accessibility-diagnosticity would lead to conflicting predictions.
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